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Abstract: The Schrödinger molecular design platform integrates solutions for physics-based 

modeling, data analytics, and collaboration together with AI/machine learning methods, to enable 

more rapid discovery of multi-parameter optimal new molecules. Multiple examples of enterprise-

wide deployment of these technologies have been demonstrated to increase the success for e.g. 

preclinical drug discovery.  Here we will summarize the novel computational methods combined 

in the Schrödinger Technology Platform. 

We have previously demonstrated a large-scale exploration of chemical space in the hit-to-lead 

process by coupling reaction-based enumeration, active learning and free energy calculations. 

We examine the utility of this combined workflow on an example from Schrodinger's internal drug 

discovery projects and demonstrate that a complete workflow can advance drug design projects 

faster than a traditional approach. The reported data suggest combining human expertise and 

machine learning enhanced simulations enables the rapid discovery of novel chemical matter 

within a predefined potency and property space. 
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